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This dog is at the beach. 

It is laying on the sand. 

Will it go in the waves?



This dog is in the snow. 

It is zooming along. 

It does not feel cold.



This dog has jumped 

up in the sky. 

Is it jumping to get a 

ball?



You can never feel lonely 

with a dog. 

Look at the smiles!
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Dogs in the water like to 

swim and play. Dogs can 

swim very well.



Dogs like to hide and 

nap in grass. The grass 

and dirt smells good.



Dogs like to make pals 

and spend time with 

them. They are pals 

with different animals.



You can train a dog to act 

well outside. Dogs like to 

be good boys and girls.



This little dog got all dirty 

in the mud. Dogs like to 

get dirty. Its fur will need 

a good scrub in a tub. 



Dogs like to go for a ride 

in the car. This dog looks 

out of the back window. 

Will it go to a park? 



This dog is in a tub with 

bubbles and shampoo. It 

is grumpy about it.



If you look after a dog 

well, you will always 

be best pals.
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